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10.7.// Package jsoniter implements encoding and decoding of JSON as defined in // RFC 4627 and provides interfaces with

identical syntax of standard lib encoding/json. // Converting from encoding/json to jsoniter is no more than replacing the
package with jsoniter // and variable type declarations (if any). // jsoniter interfaces gives 100% compatibility with code using

standard lib. // // "JSON and Go" // ( // gives a description of how Marshal/Unmarshal operate // between arbitrary or
predefined json objects and bytes, // and it applies to jsoniter.Marshal/Unmarshal as well. // Besides, jsoniter.Iterator provides a

different set of interfaces // iterating given bytes/string/reader // and yielding parsed elements one by one. // This set of
interfaces reads input as required and gives // better performance. package jsoniter Oregon Offers Rescue Camper Our bedding
(top right) is probably not the softest on the planet, but we’re not complaining. Oregon has rescued a baby camel named Genghis

from his owner and is offering him up for adoption. According to the press release from Oregon Zoo’s Middle East Wildlife
Conservation Center, Genghis, a male, was removed from his owner by an animal protection agency as it was determined that he

was being abused. Genghis is still young and small, so he would make a good little house pet. Perhaps more importantly, he
would make a great ambassador for endangered wild camels in Oregon. It’s a great idea! We would definitely adopt Genghis.

We want a camel as a pet. We don’t care if he’s a boy or a girl or something in between. And we can handle a little
riding.Degradation of methyl and ethyl substituted 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol derivatives in aqueous solution and sediment using

ozone/UV. Methyl and ethyl substituted 2,4-di-tert-butylphenol derivatives are important intermediates in 82157476af
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